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Dynamic laser speckle analysis (DLSA) can obtain useful information about the scene dynamics. Traditional
implementations use intensity-based imaging sensors such as a complementary metal oxide semiconductor and
charge-coupled device to capture time-varying intensity frames. We use an event sensor that measures pixel-wise
asynchronous brightness changes to record speckle pattern sequences. Our approach takes advantage of the low
latency and high contrast sensitivity of the event sensor to implement DLSA with high temporal resolution. We
also propose two evaluation metrics designed especially for event data. Comparison experiments are conducted in
identical conditions to demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed approach. ©2020Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Speckles are random interference patterns arising from the
scattering of coherent light and can be categorized into static
speckles, which do not change over time, and dynamic speck-
les, which change over time due to the Doppler effect [1–3].
The speckles are often regarded as signal-dependent noise in
coherent imaging [4,5]. However, dynamic speckles contain
motion information and can be used to determine the activity
of a scattering object through various dynamic laser speckle
analysis (DLSA) approaches [6,7].

The DLSA is an inherently non-invasive technique based
on speckle patterns produced by scattered coherent light. This
technique can analyze micro-motion of a scattering surface
via temporal statistics and has been used in many applications
including visualization of cerebral blood vessels [8,9], motion
sensing [10–12], painting conservation [13], cancer detection
[14], and crumpling discrimination [15,16]. Existing DLSA
methods are all based on exploring the variations of speckle pat-
terns from a sequence of intensity frames. The main drawback is
that the contrast of the intensity images is limited by the expo-
sure time and frame rate of frame-based sensors. The captured
images are blurred in rapid dynamic scenes, thus leading to a
trade-off between accuracy and speed.

To overcome the above limitations, in this paper, we propose
to utilize an event sensor that has high temporal contrast sen-
sitivity and low latency to implement DLSA. The event sensor
works in a way very different from traditional intensity-based
imaging sensors such as a complementary metal oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS) and charge-coupled device (CCD). It
records an asynchronous stream of events, which encodes the

time, location, and sign of pixel-wise brightness changes rather
than measuring the whole frame intensity at a constant rate
[17,18]. The event sensor takes advantage of its asynchronous,
high dynamic range and low latency to produce feature tracks
with very high temporal resolution and has been applied to
many visual perception tasks including pose estimation [19,20],
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [21,22],
feature tracking, and optical flow estimation [23–25].

An example of the comparison of shooting a horizontally
shifting toy brick with a CMOS camera and an event camera
is shown in Fig. 1. In the event sensor, each pixel works inde-
pendently and asynchronously; no exposure time is needed
to construct either a pixel-wise event or a full-frame image.
Normal frame-based image sensors have relatively low temporal
resolution on the order of milliseconds. In comparison, an event
is generated instantly as long as there is a per-pixel intensity
change, resulting in very high temporal resolution on the order
of microseconds with no motion blur [17]. Also, the event
sensor will not generate redundant data if there is no motion.
Hence, the event sensor is best suitable to detect dynamic scenes.

In this paper, we utilize the event sensor as an alternative
approach to analyze dynamic laser speckles. Our approach takes
advantage of the low latency and high contrast sensitivity of the
event sensor to implement DLSA with high temporal resolu-
tion. To demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed approach,
we conduct comparisons on different levels of dynamic scenes
with both sensors in identical conditions.
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Fig. 1. Horizontally shifting toy brick photographed by different
sensors: (a) CMOS sensor and (b) event sensor. CMOS sensor mea-
sures the whole frame intensity, while event sensor has only pixel-wise
output when the intensity value changes.

2. METHODS

A. DLSA Using Traditional Sensor

When coherent light is scattered from a moving diffusive sur-
face, the scattered light forms time-varying speckle patterns with
rich texture. The key to DLSA is to explore the spatiotemporal
integration of texture information from a sequence of speckle
patterns recorded by an imaging sensor. When analyzing the
laser speckle pattern activity, three DLSA methods are investi-
gated: time history speckle pattern (THSP) [26], co-occurrence
matrix (COM) [27], and absolute value of the differences
(AVD) [28].

The THSP is a graphical analysis technique that summarizes
the dynamics of the speckle by analyzing the activity informa-
tion and inner reliability [29]. To obtain THSP images, we stack
N successive frames together, and M pixels are selected from
each frame using a randomly generated mask. The mask has the
same size as the region of interest (ROI) in the speckle image. By
sequencing the M pixels into a line and placing each line from
N frames side by side, the M × N THSP is thus constructed
with pixels in grayscale. The scheme of the THSP construction
is illustrated in Fig. 2. Each line of a THSP image represents
temporal variations of the grayscale intensity, and the assem-
bling of lines shows the repetition of such temporal variations
in particular areas. When the sample has low activities, the
temporal variations are slow, resulting in a stretching form in
THSP. When the sample is very active, THSP becomes random
and looks like a noisy pattern.

The COM is another method that monitors the dynamics
of time-varying speckles by integrating the spatial–temporal

Fig. 2. Schematic of the THSP construction process. A pixel mask
is used to randomly choose M pixels from N successive speckle frames,
and a THSP image is constructed by rearranging these M × N pixels.

distributions from the THSP. It is also widely used to charac-
terize the texture features in video processing [30]. The COM
statistically expresses a transition histogram of variations in the
THSP image and is defined as

COMi, j =

M∑
m=1

N−1∑
n=1

 1, if THSPm,n = i
and THSPm,n+1 = j ,

0, otherwise
(1)

where THSPm,n represents the grayscale intensity value of
pixel (m, n) in the THSP image, and i, j both represent
the normalized pixel intensity in the range from zero to
one. The COM summarizes one-step variations of pixel
intensity transition from i to j with respect to its successive
frames.

The AVD is a non-dimensional value that represents the
dispersion of the values around the COM and quantifies activ-
ity through calculating the summation of the differences.
The AVD is useful to estimate the sample total activity and is
defined as

AVD=
∑

i

∑
j

{COMi, j |i − j |}. (2)

The AVD is based on the principle that if the sample being
observed is in movement, then this phenomenon will be
recorded as a variation in pixel intensity. When the sam-
ple activity increases, the variations enlarge and so AVD
increases.

B. DLSA Using Event Sensor

The aforementioned DLSA methods all deal with intensity
frames captured using a CMOS or CCD sensor. To achieve
high temporal resolution for rapid dynamic scenes, we propose
to implement DLSA using an event sensor. However, an event
sensor cannot record absolute intensity measurements, which
requires novel evaluation metrics for event images. An exam-
ple of the captured event image is shown in Fig. 3 where the
independent pixels have an asynchronous response to changes
in the detected intensity value with very high temporal reso-
lution. Although the event sensor has output with only binary
polarities—positive and negative—for the sake of argument, we
name a third polarity—none—to represent those pixels without
events triggered at certain timestamps.

In an event stream consisting of K events, every individual
event e k can be represented using a four-dimensional function
defined as [31]

e k = (xk, yk, tk, pk), (3)

where (xk, yk) represents the pixel location where the event
is triggered, tk represents the asynchronous triggered time,
and pi ∈ {+1,−1} represents the binary polarity standing for
brightness increments or decrements beyond a threshold C .
We denote the continuous brightness signal at pixel (xk, yk)

as B(xk, yk), and then the brightness change at time tk can be
expressed as

1B(xk, yk, tk)= B(xk, yk, tk)− B(xk, yk, tk −1tk), (4)
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Fig. 3. Visualization of events triggered by an anti-clockwise
rotating ball. Events are colored according to their polarity: red dots
represent positive events where intensity values increase, and blue dots
represent negative events where the intensity values drop.

where1tk is the time interval between two measurements at the
same pixel. If such a brightness change reaches the threshold C ,
then an event will be generated:

1B(xk, yk, tk)= pkC . (5)

Equation (5) is also known as the ideal event generation
model [32]. From the event generation equation, we can con-
struct a two-dimensional brightness increment image (BII)
by accumulating pixel-wise event polarities over a certain time
duration1τ [31]. The dynamic information of the sample can
be obtained through analyzing the brightness increments, which
represents the amount of changes of the intensity values in each
pixel during the time interval and is defined as

BII(x , y )=
∑

tk∈1τ

pkCδ(x − xk, y − yk), (6)

where δ represents the Kronecker delta function, as the
argument is discrete.

If the time interval1τ is small enough, the brightness incre-
ments are triggered only by the moving texture, and according to
the event generation model in Eq. (5),

BII(x , y )≈−∇B(x , y )v(x , y )1τ, (7)

where∇B(x , y )=
(
∂B
∂x ,

∂B
∂ y

)
represents the brightness gradients

changes.
We propose event THSP (ETHSP) to graphically evalu-

ate the dynamics in event data by analyzing the BIIs from the
recorded speckles that are rich in texture. To obtain ETHSP
images, we separate the whole event stream into N BIIs by set-
ting a small time window and randomly select M pixels from
each reconstructed image. By sequencing the M pixels into a line
and placing each line from N images side by side, we can get the
M × N ETHSP image with pixels representing either positive
or negative events. If there are multiple events of different polar-
ities at the same location, the majority dominates. The scheme
of the ETHSP construction is illustrated in Fig. 4. Every pixel in
the ETHSP represents the discrete event states: positive, marked
in red, negative, marked in blue, and none, which has no color.
Each line of an ETHSP image represents temporal variations
of event states, and the assembling of lines shows the repetition
of such a phenomenon in different locations. When the sample
has low activities, the temporal variations are slow, resulting

Fig. 4. Schematic of the ETHSP construction process. Similar to
the procedure shown in Fig. 2. A pixel mask is used to randomly choose
M pixels from an event stream of N time windows, and an ETHSP
image is constructed by rearranging these M × N pixels.

Fig. 5. Schematic of the experiment setup. CL, collecting lens; BE,
beam expander. Both sensors are positioned 15 cm from the sample,
and angle between the sensor and laser is approximately 30◦. The
magnification of the event sensor CL is twice that of the CMOS CL to
ensure the same speckle-to-pixel ratio for both sensors.

in sparse dots in the ETHSP. When the sample is very active,
the events occur more frequently with more dense dots in the
ETHSP.

Also, we propose event absolute summation (EAS) as a
numerical analysis to quantify the activity of the speckle
patterns. EAS is defined as

Fig. 6. THSP images of different levels of dynamic scenes: (a) static
scene, (b) low dynamic scene, (c) medium dynamic scene, and (d) high
dynamic scene.
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Fig. 7. COM images of different levels of dynamic scenes: (a) static scene, (b) low dynamic scene, (c) medium dynamic scene, and (d) high
dynamic scene.

EAS=
∑

s

{ECOMs }, (8)

where s represent the discrete event states ∈ {positive, negative}
and ECOM is the event COM related to the ETHSP and
defined as

ECOMs =

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

 1, if ETHSPm,n = positive
or ETHSPm,n = negative

0, if ETHSPm,n = none
, (9)

where ETHSPm,n represents the discrete event states of pixel
(m, n) in the ETHSP image. As an event is essentially triggered
by brightness increments, both positive and negative events
contribute evenly to the scene dynamics. So we can estimate
the sample activity by directly summarizing event occurrences
rather than calculating the absolute difference of intensity values
in Eq. (2).

3. EXPERIMENTS

To demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed approach, we
conduct comparative experiments on different levels of dynamic
scenes with both sensors in identical conditions. The schematic
of the experiment setup is shown in Fig. 5. The sample is a toy
brick made of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic.
The surface of the sample is illuminated by a collimated laser
beam, and the scattered light is collected simultaneously by the
event sensor and CMOS sensor. The event sensor is from the
CelePixel CeleX5 event camera with 1280× 800 resolution
and 9.8µm pixel size. The CMOS sensor is a Logitech HD 310

Fig. 8. ETHSP images of different levels of dynamic scenes (black
boxes are drawn to indicate the boundaries): (a) static scene, (b) low
dynamic scene, (c) medium dynamic scene, and (d) high dynamic
scene.

webcam with 960× 720 resolution and 5 µm pixel size. Two
collecting lenses (CLs) are used to collect scattered light and
capture the close-up in-focus speckle pattern, the magnification
of the event sensor CL is twice of the CMOS sensor CL to ensure
the same speckle-to-pixel ratio for both sensors. The 50 mW
532 nm diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser source is placed
50 cm from the object, and the laser beam is expanded using a
10× beam expander (Thorlabs, BE10M-A). Both sensors are
positioned 15 cm from the sample, and the angle between the
sensor and laser is approximately 30◦.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of DLSA techniques for CMOS sensor and event sensor in extreme high dynamic scene: (a) blurry intensity image captured
by CMOS sensor; (b) brightness increment image captured by event sensor; (c) calculated THSP using CMOS sensor images; (d) calculated ETHSP
using event sensor data stream.

In our experiment, we first took a static scene with no move-
ments between the sample and the sensors and three dynamic
scenes with different moving speeds of 0.3, 0.6, and 1 mm/s to
represent different dynamic levels. Then, an additional experi-
ment with very high moving speeds of 10 mm/s was conducted
to test the performance of both sensors in extreme high dynamic
conditions. The measurements of each scene lasted 2 s. The
CMOS sensor had a frame rate of 25 frames per second, result-
ing in a total of 50 successive frames for DLSA analysis. The
exposure time of the CMOS sensor was set to 60 µs to have an
evenly distributed histogram, and the event sensor worked in
event intensity mode without the need to use global exposure
time.

4. RESULTS

We first evaluate the scene dynamics using the intensity images
captured by the CMOS sensor. We take the central 400× 400
pixels as ROI and use 50 successive frames to calculate the
THSP. The results are shown in Fig. 6. In the static scene in
Fig. 6(a), because there are no temporal variations, the THSP
image is composed of stretching lines. In Figs. 6(b)–6(d), as the
scene activity increases, THSP images become more random
and look like a noisy pattern. COM is an alternative method to
indicate the scene dynamics by expressing the temporal pixel
transition with respect to its successive frame. The results of
computed COMs of different types of scenes are shown in
Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) shows a static scene; histogram transitions are
highly centralized near the main diagonal, representing subtle
intensity changes due to sensor noise. The COM becomes more
evenly distributed along with the increase in scene dynamics, as
shown in Figs. 7(b)–7(d).

To demonstrate the feasibility of using the event sensor, iden-
tical scene dynamics are analyzed using the proposed ETHSP
approach from the recorded event stream. We take the central
400 × 400 pixels as ROI and set the time interval to 25 ms,
resulting in 80 BIIs to calculate the ETHSP. The results are
shown in Fig. 8. In the static scene in Fig. 8(a), since there are
no temporal variations, no events are generated from an ideal
sensor. But there are still very few events shown in the ETHSP

Table 1. Numerical Assessments of AVD and EAS for
Evaluation of CMOS Frames and Event Stream

Static Low Medium High Extreme

AVD 3626 5135 13800 16592 16210
EAS 93 1645 2957 6861 14364

due to subtle sensor noise. In Figs. 8(b)–8(d), as the scene activ-
ity increases, the events occur more frequently, leading to more
dense dots in the ETHSP.

Apart from the aforementioned four levels of dynamic scenes
with the sample moving from 0–1 mm/s, we also conducted an
extreme experiment with the sample moving at 10 mm/s. As
shown in Fig. 9(b), the CMOS camera with 60µs exposure time
could not capture high contrast images due to severe motion
blur. The corresponding THSP image calculated using blurry
intensity images is shown in Fig. 9(d), which appears to be
very similar to the high dynamic scene in Fig. 6(d). Numerical
assessment will be performed later to reveal their differences.
The BII captured by the event sensor is shown in Fig. 9(c), and
the corresponding ETHSP image in Fig. 9(e) clearly has more
dense dots than the high dynamic scene in Fig. 8(d).

Numerical assessments are performed to evaluate the scene
dynamics from intensity frames using AVD and event streams
using the proposed EAS. Because the pixels used to compute
these numerical indices are randomly selected, we repeat the
evaluations 10 times and compute the average values. The
comparison results of AVD and EAS are presented in Table 1
and visually shown in Fig. 10. The larger numbers of AVD and
EAS represent higher estimated variations from the recorded
intensity frames and event stream, respectively. In the first
four non-extreme conditions, both intensity-based AVD and
event-based EAS enlarge when the scene activity increases.
The EAS has almost zero value in the static scene, showing that
the event sensor has no output when the observed object has
no motion. The absolute value of EAS is smaller than AVD,
indicating that the event sensor generates only motion data
and avoids redundant intensity information. In the extreme
scenario, severe motion blur leads to a drop in AVD value, while
EAS can still indicate the highest scene dynamics, which proves
the superiority of using the event sensor in a very high dynamic
scene.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of intensity-based AVD and proposed event-
based EAS. In the first four non-extreme conditions, both AVD and
EAS increase along with the growth of scene dynamics. However, in
an extreme scenario, severe motion blur leads to a drop in AVD value,
while EAS can still indicate the highest scene dynamics.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an alternative approach to imple-
ment DLSA with an event sensor. Comparison experiments
are conducted to fairly compare the performance of the event
sensor with a traditional CMOS sensor in analyzing dynamic
speckles. Novel approaches are proposed to evaluate the scene
activity from event streams both graphically and numerically.
The experiment results show that the proposed ETHSP and
EAS methods can analyze the dynamic speckle patterns from
the event sensor in a simple way. Taking advantage of the charac-
teristic that such a sensor has output only when there is motion
in the scene, the event sensor saves data usage and reduces algo-
rithm complexity. Moreover, in extreme conditions, normal
intensity-based sensors fail to capture in-focus images due to
severe motion blur, while the event sensor can still capture the
object with high temporal resolution and indicate the correct
dynamic levels.
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